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Updated June 29, 2022The landlord recommendation letter is designed for a former tenant seeking a letter of confidence to present to a new landlord. This type of letter is common with individuals suffering from poor credit. The letter serves as a reference to the tenant’s rental history, stating any violations or late rent payments during the course of
the lease. The landlord making the recommendation should state the monthly rent, lease term, and any late payment occurrences. Who to Select? When looking for a landlord to write a recommendation letter, tenants should prioritize landlords from whom they have rented property for an extended period of time. This will provide the new landlord
with an example of consistency and the tenant’s ability to maintain a respectable relationship with a landlord. Tenants who have frequently changed dwellings should seek recommendations from previous landlords with whom they have a good rapport and are close enough to provide proper character reference. Landlords are most concerned about
reliability; therefore, a reference that will support the tenant’s dependability is essential. Video How to Write (Format) A landlord recommendation letter need not be lengthy, and should be unburdened by superfluous language. As long as the appropriate information is present (ie length of lease, monthly rent amount), the rest of the letter can touch
on the tenant’s behavior and trustworthiness. The format should be presented as follows; greeting, introduction, body paragraph(s), conclusion, and sign-off. Introduction A landlord recommendation letter should start with a formal salutation, such as “To whom it may concern,”. If the writer knows who the reader will be, including the reader’s name
is encouraged. The introduction paragraph should consist of the previous landlord’s name, tenant’s name, length of lease, monthly rent amount, and, if applicable, any late payment violations that occurred during the tenant’s rental agreement. Example #1 To whom it may concern, This letter is written with the intention of recommending one Julian
Paine as a tenant at your rental property. Between May 1st, 2010 and April 30th, 2012, Julian has rented an apartment from me on the lower east side and has never once made a late payment. The monthly rent was $1400. Example #2 Dear Mr. Foxe, I, Kathy Beaudoin, highly recommend Lee Xiang as a tenant in your commercial space. Mr. Xiang
has rented an office in one of my buildings for the past 3 and a half years, paying $1675/month in rent. There have been no issues in terms of payment nor has there ever been a lack of trust between Mr. Xiang and myself. Body Paragraph(s) The introduction paragraph covers all of the pertinent rental information, but the body of the landlord
recommendation letter contains information regarding the tenant’s character. This section can be comprised of a single paragraph or, if the writer has multiple examples or anecdotes to share, two (2) or even three (3) paragraphs. As long as the content consists of relevant tenancy information and will help the new landlord make a decision, the body
of this type of recommendation can be short and to the point. Example #1 This long lasting lease agreement is due to the fact that Emily has continuously shown me that she is a very respectable tenant and a genuinely amiable person. Like any young adult, she throws the occasional party or gathering but always provides lengthy notice and abides by
the noise curfew. Emily has always kept her apartment and balcony spotless, and has even helped organize/clean the communal areas. Example #2 I’d like to elaborate on the late payment that Ms. Bernstein made a few months back. Although one late payment isn’t a big deal, it’s worth mentioning that she was late on her payment due to the fact that
she was helping out a neighbor who was struggling financially. This selfless act of charity is one of the reasons why I recommend Ms. Bernstein as a tenant without reservation. Aside from her compassionate disposition, Ms. Bernstein is a quiet, well-mannered individual. I accepted her application despite the fact that she said she was a painter and
would be using one of the bedroom’s as studio. She assured me that she would be very careful when painting and would pay for any damages that might occur. This was never an issue. Conclusion The last section of a landlord recommendation letter should contain a brief closing statement; one (1) or two (2) sentences. After that, include a formal
sign-off, signature, date, and contact information. Example #1 Any questions regarding Jane’s reliability as a tenant, please contact me using the phone number below. Sincerely, [Signature] March, 2011 (702) 851-6630 Example #2 Please consider Mr. McElroy as a potential tenant, you’d be hard-pressed to find a more dependable individual. Any
further issues can be settled by contacting me at the email address provided below. Best, [Signature] June 6, 2016 terra_karuna2@aol.net Sample 1 To whom it may concern, I, Gale Kowalski, am writing to express my recommendation for tenancy in regards to Jonathan Tidwell. I rented an apartment to Mr. Tidwell from July 1st, 2005 to June 30th
2009. During this rental period, Mr. Tidwell has sent late rent payments a total of three months over the past four years. The rent started at $950/month and increased $25 every subsequent year. Aside from the few instances of late payments, Mr. Tidwell is very clean, organized, and respectful. He left the apartment in just as good a condition, if not
better, when he moved out. During his lease I never once heard a complaint about him from neighbors nor did I have to issue a formal warning. Mr. Tidwell would be more than welcome to rent from me again, should the situation arise. Please feel free to contact me with any further questions. Sincerely, [Signature] May 2nd, 2010 (755) 291-8754
gkowalski@lddproperties.com Sample 2 Dear Mrs. Somers, It is without hesitation that I write this recommendation letter for a former tenant of mine, Tamas Bhuiyan. Mr. Bhuiyan and his younger brother resided in one of my rental properties in the Westridge area from 2014 until the summer of this year. If my information is accurate, the rent I
charged is roughly the same as the apartment for which Mr. Bhuiyan is applying; $1450/month. He is very dependable when it comes to paying rent on time. The lease agreement did not involve lawn maintenance or any such caring for the property; however, Mr. Bhuiyan kept things orderly as to not make more work for the landscapers. When him
and his brother moved, the inside of the house was spotless. The house came partly furnished and I was pleasantly surprised to see that the furniture remained in good condition; somewhat uncommon for college students living in a place for three years. You will find Mr. Bhuiyan to be a very respectable tenant, should you decide to accept his
application. Regards, [Signature] September, 2017 (650) 851-9903 Sample 3 To whom it may concern, I, Dante Marino, recommend Ms. Jennifer Aarons as a tenant in the apartment/house for which she is applying. Despite the fact that she is a single mother of two, Ms. Aarons was seldom late on her rent payments. She rented from me a total of 10
years (two separate occasions, two different apartments) between 2004 and 2016. Rent for those two properties was $900 and $1050 respectively. Ms. Aarons kept the apartment in excellent condition and ensured that her children respected the property as well. Both children, Beth (12) and Shiloh (9), are very mild mannered and polite. All the
neighbors seemed to get along with the Aarons family with not a single complaint made against them in all the years they have rented from me. Please don’t hesitate to contact me if further assurances are required. Respectfully, [Signature] August 4th, 2017 (604) 892-3033 dlm.ltd@gmail.com iStock.com/damircudic A rental reference letter can
convince a property manager you are the best person to rent an apartment from an individual or property management firm.Your references can use a rental reference letter template as a guide to creating a professional, persuasive reference letter.Choosing the right people to write rental reference letters can give your application a competitive
edge. Every property manager wants to know that applicants are who they claim to be. That’s why background checks and credit checks are almost always required. In addition, many property managers will ask for a rental reference letter to get another level of validation that you’re who you say you are. Now is a great time to get all your paperwork
ready if you’re beginning your apartment search. Start with the rental reference letter and review a rental reference letter template before you create one. What is a rental reference letter? A rental reference letter is a written document that explains why you would make a good renter. Someone who knows you well and can vouch for your character
writes a rental reference letter. Property managers typically ask people to submit at least two rental reference letters with their rental applications. Why are rental reference letters important? When you’re applying for an apartment, whether you live in a competitive city for renters or a suburb with plenty of options, rental reference letters can help
you get the apartment you want. Rental reference letters act as validation that you are who you say you are. They also provide proof of your character. At the end of the day, landlords and property managers want to choose the right person for their rental, and a rental reference letter can help them do just that. How to write a rental reference letter
Follow these steps when writing a rental reference letter, or provide this information to your rental reference to help them easily draft your reference letter. Set up your document with a letterhead and subject line Start your rental reference letter with your contact details on the top left of the page. Include a subject line stating the person the rental
reference letter addresses, for example, “Re: Rental Reference Letter for Joanne Smith.” Add a salutation A salutation is a friendly and professional way to start your rental reference letter. You may address the property manager directly if you know the individual’s name. It’s best to use the full name or the title and surname, such as “Ms. Franks,” to
sound professional. If you don’t know the property manager’s name, you may use a generic salutation such as “To whom it may concern.” Explain your relationship with the person requesting the reference The first part of the letter should explain your relationship with the person you recommend. Detail how you’re acquainted with the individual and
how long you’ve known the person. For example, you may write that you are the rental applicant’s employer, and the renter has worked for you for the last five years. Explain why this person would make a good renter Note some qualities that would make the person you recommend a good renter. Only include relevant information that could help the
person you’re referring secure an apartment. Use a professional tone and share your honest impression of the rental applicant. Conclude with a call to action Conclude your letter by inviting the property manager to contact you for further questions. You can include a closing statement, your name, and the date of writing. You may also provide your
signature if printing a hard copy reference letter. Getting started Below we’ve provided a sample template for you to use. You can adjust the language based on who is writing your rental reference. Once you’ve chosen who you’d like to be your rental reference—whether it’s your employer, co-worker, personal acquaintance, or someone else who can
vouch for your character—send the template over to them and have them fill it out. Remember to double-check everything once they send it back to you. Are there any typos? Incorrect information? Make sure there’s nothing that might contradict what you’ve put in your rental application. The last thing you want is for your rental reference to
backfire and create more confusion about who you are. Request any edits from your reference and you’re ready to send the rental reference letter off to your future landlord. Rental reference letter template —> Download the template hereDownload Name Company Name Phone Number Email Your Address City, State, ZIP Code Subject: Rental
reference letter for [Name] Dear [Landlord’s name] or To whom it may concern, I hope you’re well! I’m writing to you in regard to [Name] and their credibility as a potential tenant at your rental property. I work as a [title] at [company name] where [Name] is currently employed. [Name] has been employed with [company name] since [month/year
employment began] and I have known them for [time frame]. Additionally, I can validate [Name’s] income as [yearly salary]. It’s without any hesitation that I write this rental reference letter for [Name]. They continuously demonstrate responsibility and accountability and perform required tasks on time. They are trustworthy and honest. Additionally,
[Name] is always respectful to colleagues and consistently shows up on time, ready to work. I believe that the above-mentioned qualities will make [Name] a good, responsible tenant. If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at [phone number] or [email]. Sincerely, [Your Name] [Date] FAQs: Rental reference letter Who should I select as a
reference for my rental application? You can select any person you feel knows you well for your reference for a rental application. A past property manager is an excellent choice, as the individual can share firsthand experience dealing with you as a renter. Professional contacts, such as current co-workers and past employers, are also good options as
they can confirm your employment history and reliability. Mentors and family friends can also make good references. It’s a good idea to have several people in mind if someone cannot write the letter you requested in time. When would I need to submit a rental reference letter? You should submit your rental reference letter when you submit your
rental application. Submitting this letter at this time helps the property manager keep your complete application together. The property manager can easily find all relevant documents when assessing your application and comparing it to others. When should I have my rental reference letters completed? It’s a good idea to secure rental reference
letters as soon as you decide you’re ready to start your apartment search. Getting letters back from references can take time, so asking for rental reference letters in advance can minimize delays when you’re applying for apartments. Some property managers close applications once they find a suitable renter. Having your rental reference letters
ready before you find an apartment you love can increase your chances of securing it. Ready to start your apartment hunt? Search thousands of apartments for rent on Zumper and find the right one for you.
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